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Abstract

The solar activity displays variability and periodic behaviours over a wide range of timescales, with the presence of a most prominent cycle
with a mean length of 11 years. Such variability is transported within the heliosphere by solar wind, radiation and other processes, affecting the
properties of the interplanetary medium. The presence of solar activity–related periodicities is well visible in different solar wind and geomagnetic
indices, although with time lags with respect to the solar one, leading to hysteresis cycles. Here, we investigate the time lag behaviour between a
physical proxy of the solar activity, the Ca II K index, and two solar wind parameters (speed and dynamic pressure), studying how their pairwise
relative lags vary over almost five solar cycles. We find that the lag between Ca II K index and solar wind speed is not constant over the whole
time interval investigated, with values ranging from 6 years to ∼1 year (average 3.2 years). A similar behaviour is found also for the solar wind
dynamic pressure. Then, by using a Lomb-Scargle periodogram analysis we obtain a 10.21-year mean periodicity for the speed and 10.30-year
for the dynamic pressure. We speculate that the different periodicities of the solar wind parameters with respect to the solar 11-year cycle may
be related to the overall observed temporal evolution of the time lags. Finally, by accounting for them, we obtain empirical relations that link the
amplitude of the Ca II K index to the two solar wind parameters.
© 2022 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Solar activity, mainly related to changes in the topology and
the intensity of the Sun’s magnetic field, displays variations on
a wide range of timescales, from seconds to millennia (see e.g.,
Hathaway, 2010; Usoskin, 2017; Vecchio et al., 2017). The
most prominent variability is represented by the rise and fall of
the appearance of magnetic sunspots with a mean periodicity of
11 years, the so-called Schwabe cycle (Schwabe, 1844). Such
cyclic behaviour is also well visible in all physical proxies of
the solar activity, as well as in the synthetic ones.
In this regard, the observations of the solar chromosphere in
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the Ca II K line are of paramount importance (see e.g. Chatzis-
tergos et al., 2020). From an historical point of view they are
among one of the longest time series available to characterize
the faculae emission linked to the presence of magnetic field in
the solar atmosphere, as the first regular observations began in
1904 at Kodaikanal Observatory (India), and later, in 1915, at
the Mount Wilson Observatory (USA) (Bertello et al., 2016).
On the other hand there is a well established link between the
strength of the photospheric magnetic field and the brightness in
Ca II K line (see e.g. Schrijver et al., 1989; Chatzistergos et al.,
2019). The Ca II K index strongly correlate with the magnetic
flux, even when no active regions are present in the solar pho-
tosphere, whereas the sunspot number correlates only with the
fraction of magnetic flux present in sunspots and pores Bertello
et al. (2016). Therefore we exploit in this work the portion of
Ca II K dataset, from the Bertello et al. (2016) composite, that
overlaps with solar wind direct measurements to assess the level
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of solar activity from solar UV observations.
The solar activity affects the whole heliosphere since it is

carried out from the Sun by the solar wind plasma emitted from
the solar corona, by electromagnetic radiation, as well as, by
different solar-source mechanisms and structures (as coronal
mass ejections, flares, and so on). Such phenomena also af-
fect the Earth, where solar activity induces changes in the near-
Earth electromagnetic environment (at short timescales, Gon-
zalez et al. (1990); Parks (2004)) and in the overall radiative
energy balance (at longer timescales, North et al. (1981); Al-
berti et al. (2015); Ghil & Lucarini (2020)).

Because of the direct influence on the terrestrial and circum-
terrestrial environment, an increased interest is growing in in-
vestigating the connection between solar activity and its propa-
gated effects on Earth, also stimulating the birth of new research
branches, known as space weather and space climate (Bothmer
& Daglis, 2007). This also leads an increased attention in con-
necting the solar activity with solar wind properties, especially
with the advent of space missions. Unfortunately, due to the
fact that solar wind parameters have been directly measured
only since 1964, the relationship between solar activity and so-
lar wind has been initially investigated by means of geomag-
netic indices (see e.g., Hirshberg, 1973; Feynman, 1982). The
presence of a solar-like cycle in the geomagnetic data has been
suggested by Hirshberg (1973), who pointed out a cycle not
in phase with the 11-year solar activity cycle. Later on many
other works investigated the presence of a solar-like cycle in
geomagnetic measurements, mostly using the aa-index and its
connection with the SunSpot Number (SSN) (see e.g., Crooker
et al., 1977; Feynman, 1982; Cliver et al., 1996; Echer et al.,
2004; Richardson et al., 2000; Du, 2011; Richardson & Cane,
2012). As a growing number of space missions provided solar
wind measurements, the hypothesis of a solar wind cycle, with
a characteristic time similar to the 11-year solar cycle, has been
directly confirmed on solar wind data. In particular, for the so-
lar wind speed a main periodicity of ∼9.6-yr have been found
by El-Borie (2002); Prabhakaran Nayar et al. (2002); Dmitriev
et al. (2013), while other works reported both shorter (8.3-yr)
and longer (10.4-yr) periods (see e.g., Katsavrias et al., 2012;
Li et al., 2017). Similar results have been found also for the
solar wind dynamic pressure, with evidence of periodic vari-
ability which peaks at 10.2-yr (Dmitriev et al., 2013), 8.3-yr
and 11.8-yr (Katsavrias et al., 2012). Moreover, periodic vari-
ations with a typical time close to the 11-year solar cycle have
been observed in other solar wind parameters, such as the he-
lium abundance (Ogilvie & Hirshberg, 1974; Feldman et al.,
1978; Neugebauer, 1981; Aellig et al., 2001) and the interplan-
etary magnetic field (Siscoe et al., 1978; King, 1979; Katsavrias
et al., 2012; Dmitriev et al., 2013).
Furthermore, a point of great interest in this respect is repre-
sented by the observed phase and shape differences between the
solar cycle and the one observed in solar wind parameters, as
above discussed. Indeed, since the first evidence by Hirshberg
(1973), the existence of a time lag has been subsequently con-
firmed in different papers (see e.g., Intriligator, 1974; Köhnlein,
1996; Li et al., 2016; Venzmer & Bothmer, 2018; Samsonov
et al., 2019; Reda et al., 2022), considering different activity

proxies. This time-shift could probably be connected to the
peak of solar wind High Speed Streams (HSS) from Corotat-
ing Interaction Regions (CIRs) during the declining phase of
the solar cycle (Tsurutani et al., 2006), when a rise in the num-
ber of geomagnetic storms is also observed (Gonzalez et al.,
1990).

In particular, in this paper we investigate the relation, on time
scales larger than the year, between a physical proxy of the so-
lar activity, the Ca II K index (Bertello et al. (2016) compos-
ite), and two solar wind parameters, such as speed and dynamic
pressure. Even if the time shift of solar wind parameters with
respect to solar activity proxies has been investigated by differ-
ent authors, this is the first study, to our knowledge, in which
the time lag of solar wind parameters to Ca II K index is studied
over solar cycle time-scales. In Sec. 2, we present the dataset
used for this analysis and the adopted time window used to filter
the short-term variability of the signals. In Sec. 3, we analyze
the time lag between the parameters, giving a possible explana-
tion for the observed results. Finally in Sec. 4 we discuss the
results found.

2. Dataset and data preparation

To assess the phase relation between solar activity and solar
wind variability, dataset which span over a sufficient long time
interval are needed. In this respect, the principal limit is repre-
sented by the availability of solar wind measurements. Indeed,
direct measurements are available since 1964 within the OMNI
database (https://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/), which pro-
vides to date various near-Earth solar wind parameters with dif-
ferent time resolutions, as collected by different satellite during
the time, such as the Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (IMP)
(https://ntrs.nasa.gov/citations/19800012928), the
International Sun Earth Explorer (ISEE) (Ogilvie et al.,
1977), the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) (Stone
et al., 1990), the Wind mission (Lepping et al., 1995),
and the Geotail one (https://www.isas.jaxa.jp/en/
missions/spacecraft/current/geotail.html) (King &
Papitashvili, 2005). Unfortunately for the first one year and
half these data concern only velocity measurements with a lot
of time gaps. Thus, we decided to use for this work the data in
the time interval July 1965-April 2021, which in any case span
over 56 years and cover 5 solar cycles (from 20 to 24). In par-
ticular, we start from the hourly-resolution measurements of the
ion density n and speed v, from which we compute the monthly
averages. The right panel of Figure 1 shows the percentage
of available solar wind speed hourly measurements, within the
OMNI database, along the selected time interval. The mean
percentage of data coverage for each solar cycle (SC) are the
following: 62% for SC 20, 66% for SC 21, 50% for SC 22,
100% for SC 23 and SC 24. Even in the worst coverage peri-
ods, we have at least 50% average coverage. From the monthly
averages of solar wind speed and ion density, we compute an-
other dynamic parameter, the solar wind dynamic pressure, de-
fined as P = 1/2 mpnv2, where the proton mass is assumed as
the mean ion mass.
To quantify the solar magnetic activity several indices have

https://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/citations/19800012928
https://www.isas.jaxa.jp/en/missions/spacecraft/current/geotail.html
https://www.isas.jaxa.jp/en/missions/spacecraft/current/geotail.html
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been introduced to date. Among them, we decided to use a
physical index of the solar activity, the Ca II K index, which
measures the emission of the solar chromosphere (Bertello
et al., 2016). In particular the Ca II K index dataset used here is
the composite time series described in Bertello et al. (2016).
It contains measurements from the photographic archive of
spectroheliograms taken at Kodaikanal Solar Observatory (In-
dia, 1907-1987), from the K-line monitor program of disk-
integrated measurements from the National Solar Observatory
(NSO) at Sacramento Peak (USA, 1988-2006) and finally from
the Integrated Sunlight Spectrometer (ISS) on the Synoptic
Optical Long-term Investigations of the Sun (SOLIS) at NSO
(USA, 2007-2017). While the NSO Sacramento Peak and the
SOLIS/ISS datasets are disk-integrated intensity time series, the
Kodaikanal one is a plage area series determined by Tlatov
et al. (2009) from full-disk Ca II K observations. The three
different datasets are combined into a single disk-integrated
Ca II K 0.1 nm emission index time series as described in
Bertello et al. (2016). The final Ca II K index composite,
available from the National Solar Observatory (NSO) website
(https://solis.nso.edu/0/iss/), contains monthly mea-
surements starting from 1907 and up to October 2017. In order
to further extend this dataset to April 2021, as in the case of
the solar wind one, other physical indices related to the chro-
mospheric emission can be used. To this scope we make use
of the Mg II composite from the University of Bremen (http:
//www.iup.uni-bremen.de/UVSAT/Datasets/mgii) as in
Reda et al. (2022). To obtain smoothed signals and to filter
any type of contribution from transient phenomena, related to
different time ranges under yearly timescales, we perform a 37-
month moving average, following the approach by Köhnlein
(1996). The monthly averages of the signals used for this
work are shown in the left panel of Figure 1, together with
their long-term behaviour shown through the superimposed 37-
month moving average. For more details regarding the data
curation for this work we refer to Reda et al. (2022) where the
same dataset and prescriptions were used for a different analy-
sis.

3. Data analysis

As reported by Li et al. (2016) by using the SSN and solar
wind speed, there is no significant correlation between solar ac-
tivity and such solar wind parameter over the whole overlapping
time interval of the dataset, which span more than 50-years. We
found a similar result for the Ca II K index with both solar wind
and dynamic pressure, as shown in the bottom-right panels of
Figure 2 and 3. However, this result does not prevent to find
a relation of solar activity with solar wind speed (or dynamic
pressure) over shorter time periods.
In order to assess a shorter-time relation, we divide the dataset
into solar cycles, according to the official start date (https://
wwwbis.sidc.be/silso/cyclesminmax), and then we com-
pute the correlation coefficient over each of them. The rela-
tions over each solar cycle are shown in Figure 2 for the solar
wind speed and in Figure 3 for the solar wind dynamic pressure.
Here, the presence of hysteresis-like phenomena can be noted

for both solar wind parameters jointly with the Ca II K index,
showing different shapes and widths for each solar cycle. What
we can observe by considering the cycle to cycle correlation co-
efficients is the following: Ca II K index and solar wind speed
are highly anti-correlated over solar cycles 20 and 21, while we
observe a passage towards a weak correlation in the subsequent
solar cycles 22-23-24. An almost equal time-trend is found also
for the dynamic pressure, with the latter that shows a greater ab-
solute value in the correlation coefficient with Ca II proxy, for
solar cycles 20 and 21, with respect to that found for the speed.
These results highlight a trend of the correlation coefficient over
the solar cycles.

In a recent work (Reda et al., 2022) we investigated the time
lag between Ca II K index and solar wind parameters, consid-
ering 37-month averaged data, as in this work. By making use
of both cross correlation and mutual information analysis, we
found a 3.2-year lag for the solar wind speed with respect to
Ca II K index, while a 3.6-year lag is found for the dynamic
pressure. Such analysis has shown the existence of a time lag
between Ca II K index and solar wind speed/dynamic pressure,
as expected, but the result reported is merely a mean time lag
over the whole extension of the dataset. A more continuous
information of the lag over the time can be obtained by per-
forming a windowed cross-correlation analysis, as it has been
used recently in Koldobskiy et al. (2022) to investigate the time
lag between Cosmic-Ray and solar variability. We perform this
analysis for two different cases, considering different tempo-
ral windows: using a 10-year moving window that it is moved
forward by 1 year at each step; over the different solar cycles.
In both cases we took the time lag corresponding to the maxi-
mum amplitude of each windowed cross-correlation assuming
that the solar wind has a delayed response to changes in solar
activity, which means that we are considering only positive time
lags of the solar wind parameters with respect to Ca II K index.
The results of the cross-correlation of Ca II K index with so-
lar wind speed for 10 years sliding windows and over the solar
cycles are shown in the top panels of Figure 4. Although the
behaviour is characterized by small amplitude peaks, we can
see that the solar wind speed’s lag decreases almost linearly be-
tween 1970 and 1998 and then it starts to grow. A very similar
time trend is also found for the cross-correlation over single
solar cycles, where we found the maximum lag value of 5.7-
year (anti-phase) for the SC 20. Then, we observe a decrease
of the lag over the three subsequent cycles, 3.7-year for SC 21,
2.6-year for SC 22 and 1.8-year for SC 23, while it resumes
to grow in SC 24 (2.7-year). The analysis carried out between
Ca II K index and solar wind dynamic pressure, whose results
are shown in the bottom panels of Figure 4, shows a quiet sim-
ilar time trend. In this case, the pressure’s lag found through
the 10-year sliding windows cross-correlation is characterized
by different peaks, which result in the overall quasi-linear de-
crease over the entire period. When the pressure’s lag is seen
over the solar cycles, we observe a decrease going from 5.2-
year (anti-phase) for SC 20, 3.8-year for SC 21 to 1.9-year for
SC 22. A slightly grow of the lag is instead observed for the last
two solar cycles, 2.1-year for SC 23 and 2.5-year for SC 24.

To investigate the non-constancy and the clear trend found

https://solis.nso.edu/0/iss/
http://www.iup.uni-bremen.de/UVSAT/Datasets/mgii
http://www.iup.uni-bremen.de/UVSAT/Datasets/mgii
https://wwwbis.sidc.be/silso/cyclesminmax
https://wwwbis.sidc.be/silso/cyclesminmax
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Fig. 1. Left panel: Monthly averages of solar wind speed (top), solar wind dynamic pressure (middle) and Ca II K index (bottom). In the bottom panel the black line
shows the Ca II K index reconstructed via the Mg II index. The superimposed dark colour lines indicate the 37-month moving averages. The vertical lines are used
to separate between the solar cycles. Right panel: Solar wind speed coverage, expressed in terms of percentage of hours available per month. Vertical lines are used
to separate between the solar cycles.

Fig. 2. Scatter plots showing the relationship between solar wind speed and Ca II K index for each solar cycle (SC). The scatter plot for the entire period is shown
in the bottom-right plot. In each panel the black line represents the linear fit, while the correlation coefficient is indicated on the upper-right.
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Fig. 3. Scatter plots showing the relationship between solar wind dynamic pressure and Ca II K index divided by solar cycles (20-24). The scatter plot for the entire
period is shown in the bottom-right plot. In each panel the black line represents the linear fit, while the correlation coefficient is indicated on the upper-right or in
the lower-right

Fig. 4. Top: Windowed cross-correlation between Ca II K index and Solar Wind speed over 10-year sliding windows (left panel) and over the different solar cycles
(right panel). Bottom: same as above but for the solar wind dynamic pressure. In all the panels the dotted black line shows the linear fit, while the continuous black
line represents the quadratic fit. The dashed lines, with their orange shade 95% confidence internal, show the expected lag for synthetic signals with the same main
periodicities of Ca II K index, SW speed and SW dynamic pressure as found by Lomb-Scargle periodogram.
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Fig. 5. Lomb-Scargle periodograms obtained from monthly values. Top: Ca II K index periodogram showing a main period of 11.00 years. Middle: Periodogram
of Solar Wind speed which shows the highest peak at 10.21 years. Bottom: Solar Wind dynamic pressure periodogram showing a main period of 10.30 years. As
reference, in each subplots the horizontal dotted line represents the false alarm level for a 1% FAP.

for the lag between Ca II K index and solar wind parameters
we compute the Lomb-Scargle periodogram of each time-series
for the time interval 1965-2021 starting from their monthly
values. We consider the monthly data so that the information
on the periodicities takes advantage of a larger statistic, being
the Lomb-Scargle algorithm (Lomb, 1976; Scargle, 1982) opti-
mized to detect periodicity also in unevenly sampled data. The
computed Lomb-Scargle periodograms for Ca II K index, so-
lar wind speed and solar wind dynamic pressure are shown is
Figure 5. The analysis reveals a main 11-year period for Ca
II K index, which represents the well-known Schwabe cycle of
the Sun. Instead, we found for solar wind speed and dynamic
pressure a main period of 10.21 and 10.30 years respectively.
The main periods described above are all well-above the false
alarm level corresponding to 1% false alarm probability (FAP),
hence they are statistically significant. We report also other pe-
riodicities above the 1% FAP: a 14.3-yr peak for the solar wind
dynamic pressure; 4.8-yr and 15.3-yr peaks for the solar wind
speed.
These results suggest us the hypothesis that the different main
periods found could explain the lag trend previously uncovered
in the time-series used for this work. In particular, the lag pro-
gression over the solar cycles could be related to the slightly
shorter periods of the solar wind parameters with respect to
the 11-year associated to the solar UV variations. To investi-
gate this hypothesis on the different mean periods we build up
two synthetic signals having the same periodicities as the solar
wind speed and dynamic pressure and we explore the expected
lag, with its 95% confidence interval, between Ca II K index
and these two synthetic signals (Figure 4). The two synthetic
signals, acting as solar wind speed and dynamic pressure, are

build up as follows: we start from the 37-month averages of
Ca II K index and we stretch the time series in order to match
the measured main periods of solar wind speed and dynamic
pressure (10.21-yr and 10.30-yr respectively); furthermore, we
take into account the lag found for solar cycle 20, so that the
two synthetic signals have the same initial lag as the original
time series. To stretch the time series we performed an inter-
polation considering as stretching factor the ratio between the
main period of solar wind speed (dynamic pressure) and that of
Ca II K index. The same windowed cross-correlation procedure
used on the data is then applied to synthetic time series to ob-
tain the expected lag in this simplified scenario. Our hypothesis
seems plausible for the lag of the solar wind dynamic pressure
with respect to Ca II K index (bottom panels in Figure 4), for
which the expected lag is almost always in agreement, within
the confidence interval, to the lag’s linear fit over time and so-
lar cycles. Looking at the windowed cross-correlation for the
solar wind speed (top panels in Figure 4), the hypothesis does
not work as good as for the dynamic pressure but, especially
on solar cycles, the linear fit to the lags does not differ much
from the confidence interval of the expected one. Therefore,
the difference in the main period of Ca II K index and solar
wind speed/dynamic pressure time series may be a possible ex-
planation for the phase differences evolution over the time.
As a final step we compare our results from the Lomb-Scargle
periodograms to other studies on solar wind parameters and ge-
omagnetic indices periodicities. Focusing the attention only
to solar cycle timescales periodicities, a 9.6-year periodicity
for solar wind speed for the time interval 1973-2000 has been
reported by El-Borie (2002). This period is not very differ-
ent from what we found (10.21 yrs), but we have to consider
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that he used only 27 years of data while our dataset is 56
years long. Different values were obtained by Katsavrias et al.
(2012) computing both a wavelet analysis and Lomb-Scargle
periodograms of solar wind parameters for the time interval
1966-2010, founding a period of 8.3-year for solar wind speed
and 8.3 and 11.8 years for dynamic pressure. Instead, the main
periodicity we report for the solar wind speed is very close to
the one found by Li et al. (2017) which, by performing a Lomb-
Scargle analysis on the daily means for the time interval 1963-
2015, got a statistically significant peak at 10.40 years. The
main period we found for the solar wind dynamic pressure is
quite in agreement with the analysis by Dmitriev et al. (2013),
which found a periodicity peaks at 10.2-year. Moreover, the
peak at 15.3-year that we found for the solar wind speed, is
quite similar to that reported for the same solar wind parameter
by Prabhakaran Nayar et al. (2002) and Li et al. (2017), which
found prominent peaks at ∼16 years and 15.79 years, respec-
tively.

However, the correlation of Ca II K index with solar wind
parameters is influenced by the lags among the signals possi-
bly due to the different main periodicities, which lead to phase
asynchrony over the time interval investigated. Thus, in order
to find a stronger correlation relation on the signal amplitudes
we perform a time warping transformation to detect an opti-
mal match on the time series pairs, a technique already ap-
plied to time-series of solar-wind data (Laperre et al., 2020;
Samara et al., 2022). In this first attempt we perform a uniform
time warp over the whole time series taking advantage of the
results from the Lomb-Scargle periodograms, leaving the dy-
namic time warping approach and a more deep phase analysis
for a future work. Here we perform the time warping on the Ca
II K index, the SW speed and the dynamic pressure time-series
by normalizing the time axis of each quantities to their main pe-
riods, as they are found through the Lomb-Scargle analysis (11
years for Ca II K index, 10.21 years for SW speed and 10.30
years for dynamic pressure). This way, we introduce three new
time series that we plot against the phase of the Schwabe 11-
year cycle, shown in top and middle panels of Figure 6. The
amplitude relationship of Ca II K index with solar wind speed
and dynamic pressure is shown in the bottom panels of Figure 6,
where we use a color map to highlight how the relation changes
with the phase of the Schwabe 11-year cycle. The adopted time
warping technique leads to correlated time series, with the cor-
relation coefficient of Ca II K index that increases up to 0.76
with solar wind speed and to 0.64 with dynamic pressure. The
empirical linear relations between the two pairs of quantities
are the following:

P (nPa) = (54.0 ± 2.7) Ca II K − (3.6 ± 0.2); (1)

v (km/s) = (7222 ± 254) Ca II K − (189 ± 22). (2)

We emphasize that, in the scatter plot of the Ca II K index with
the solar wind dynamic pressure (bottom-right panel of Figure
6), the presence of hysteresis patterns is clearly visible. In par-
ticular, it is interesting to note that the hysteresis loops do not
follow the same path on all solar cycles, which results anti-
clockwise for SC 20 and 21, clockwise for SC 22 and 23 and

again anticlockwise for SC 24. We left a deeper analysis on the
origin of this hysteresis behavior in a future detailed work.

4. Discussion and conclusions

In this work we studied the lag among the time series of
the 11-year solar cycle, by means of a physical proxy of the
solar activity, the Ca II K index, and the solar-like cycle ob-
served in two solar wind dynamic parameters, i. e. speed and
dynamic pressure. To perform such analysis we adopted a 37-
month moving average to filter the short-term and yearly time-
scales variability, maintaining a monthly temporal resolution.
Although there is no pairwise correlation in the overall 56-year
time interval investigated, a correlation arise if the analysis is
performed over the individual solar cycles. Moreover, a sta-
tistically significant global correlation is found if the presence
of a time lag is considered. Indeed, we found a strong anti-
correlation of Ca II K index with both solar wind parameters
over the solar cycles 20 and 21, while we observe a slightly
correlation in the subsequent cycles 22, 23 and 24. A possi-
ble theoretical explanation for this behaviour could be found in
a feedback mechanism of the solar wind on the solar dynamo.
Recently, by using a 2.5-dimensional dynamo-solar wind cou-
pling model, Perri et al. (2021) showed the tendency of solar
wind proxies to depart from correlation with solar cycle once
such feedback mechanism is turned on. As this model has been
tested on a young solar-like star with short dynamo period, fur-
ther investigation is needed to support this hypothesis.
It is worth to point out that the present analysis might be in-
fluenced by the partial time coverage of solar wind data before
1996. Furthermore, the different dataset used to obtain the Ca
II K composite time series might influence the analysis. Nev-
ertheless, we expect that any significant influence of the afore-
mentioned properties of the database used in this study would
show a significant difference performing the same analysis for
two distinct sub datasets for the solar cycles 20-21 and 22-23-
24. Apart for an expected difference in the retrieved lag for the
two subsets the analysis does not show any significant differ-
ence with the one here presented for the full dataset. In particu-
lar the empirical linear relations are compatible in both subsets
with relations 1 and 2.
In a recent work (Reda et al., 2022), by using both a cross
correlation and a mutual information analysis, we investigated
the mean time lag among the same signals used for this study,
pointing out that solar wind speed and dynamic pressure lag
the Ca II K index by 3.2-year and 3.6-year respectively. Here,
by adopting a windowed cross correlation analysis, over each
solar cycle and over 10-year sliding windows, we found that
such time lags are not constant over the time. For both solar
wind parameters, the lag decreases from the ∼5.5-year of so-
lar cycle 20 down to the ∼2-year of solar cycle 23, growing
again towards the ∼2.5-year of solar cycle 24. We believe that
such temporal evolution of the time lag is very interesting and
it deserves to be studied in more detail. As a possible explana-
tion for the overall observed time trend of the lag we propose
a simple model which take into account for the different main
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Fig. 6. Time warped time series as a function of the phase of the Schwabe 11-year cycle. Top: Solar wind speed (red) and Ca II K index (green) plotted against the
phase of the 11-year solar cycle. Middle: same as the top panel but for dynamic pressure (blue). Bottom: Scatter plot relative to time warped time series, showing
the relation between Ca II K index and the solar wind speed (left panel) and the solar wind dynamic pressure (right panel), respectively. The correlation coefficients
are 0.76 and 0.64. The color map shows the evolution of the relation over the phase of the 11-year cycle.

periodicities of the signals, as found with Lomb-Scargle peri-
odograms (11 years for Ca II K index, 10.21 for solar wind
speed and 10.30 years for solar wind dynamic pressure). To do
that, we performed a uniform time warping transformation on
each time series. By using this approach and by comparing the
signals amplitudes along the phase of the 11-year solar cycle,
we found a good correlation of the Ca II K index with solar
wind speed (r=0.76). A similar result is found also considering
the correlation of Ca II K index with solar wind dynamic pres-
sure (r=0.64), whose amplitude relation show the presence of
hysteresis loops with clockwise and anticlockwise paths.
The presence of hysteresis-like phenomena has been shown in
the relation between various solar activity indices by different
authors, mainly related to the different paths followed by each
indicators in the ascending and descending phases of the solar
cycle. By analyzing the hysteresis patterns of the Galactic Cos-
mic Rays (GCRs) intensity and International SSN, Kane (2003)
concluded that odd cycles show broad hysteresis loop, while
even ones show narrow loops. An hysteresis behaviour for the
Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) speed index has been pointed
out when related to different activity indices (e.g. Mg II index,

TSI, SSN) (Özgüç et al., 2012), geomagnetic indices, interplan-
etary magnetic field and solar wind speed (Özgüç et al., 2016),
concluding that the hysteresis pattern could be related to the
different contribution of magnetic field at different scales along
the diverse phases of the solar cycle. Hysteresis phenomena are
also reported when GCRs are related to SSN (Ross & Chaplin,
2019) and CME speed index (Sarp et al., 2019). The investiga-
tion of hysteresis relationships between solar and environments
near-Earth indices can shed light on the processes taking place
along the propagation of solar activity variability within the he-
liosphere. A deeper investigation of the source mechanisms of
the observed hysteresis is left for a forthcoming paper.
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